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 notes] VETERANS OF FORCE 2: BATTLE FOR EARTH VETERANS OF FORCE 2: BATTLE FOR EARTH has been
updated. The update is available for FREE via the store or via the in-game mailbox. GAMEPLAY Fix: Several pieces of

equipment now have less cooldown time. Fix: Added a UI option to hide "Custom" usernames in the login screen. Fix: Fixed
some misclicks caused by a client error. Fix: Fixed a bug where players could not target the player after a jump. Fix: Fixed

several potential crashes. Fix: Fixed a bug where the progression UI could get stuck. Misc Fix: Fixed the Time Trial
achievements that didn't work properly. Fix: Fixed a bug where the credits icon on the Home screen was replaced with the

default logo. Fix: Fixed a bug where the option to change the default button placement in the Controller UI was missing. Fix:
Fixed a bug where the "Next" button in the Battle for Earth UI could be pressed after the loading screen of the next mission.
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Fix: Fixed a bug where the victory sound could play in wrong circumstances. Fix: Removed the sound that the defender plays
after getting a casualty. Fix: Fixed a bug where the enemy's name couldn't be cleared in the following mission if the attacker was

killed. Fix: Fixed a bug where the scoreboard would get stuck if the player entered the in-game portal in spectator mode. Fix:
Fixed a bug where the UI was being scaled to a resolution not supported by iOS devices. Fix: Fixed a bug where the auto-

scrolling could get stuck when the soldier is idle. Fix: Fixed a bug where the soldier's HUD was shown on the loading screen of
the game. Fix: Fixed a bug where the health bar and current damage were overlapping. Fix: Fixed a bug where the UI wasn't

animating smoothly when transitioning from full screen to windowed mode. Fix: Fixed a bug where the game could get stuck if
the player was able to fully zoom out to a level lower than the maximum one. Fix: Fixed a bug where the score and time of a

mission could get stuck. Fix: Fixed a bug where the loading screen could get stuck in the mission select screen. Fix 82157476af
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